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 Format: DVD Format-1 Year: 2008 Disc Number: 1 Title: The Fast And The Furious: Tide Turned Part 1 Rating: 2.0/10 (1
vote) Director: F. Gary Gray Cast: Vin Diesel, Michelle Rodriguez, Jordana Brewster, Tyrese Gibson, Dwayne "The Rock"
Johnson, Neal McDonough, Larry King, Ludacris, I-Ming Lee, Kiefer Sutherland, Michael Madsen, Paul Walker, Robert

Forster, Kurt Russell, Frankie Muniz, Corbin Bernsen, Shannon Elizabeth, Sam Jackson, Topher Grace Description: The story
begins with Luke Hobbs (Diesel) who with his best friend Rips (McDonough) is driving along the road on their motorcycles.
One night they see a biker gang threatening to kill a girl who was captured by the gang. Then Luke and Rips want to help her

and a fierce battle takes place between the two gangs. After the battle Luke asks her where she wants to go, and the girl replies:
"The ocean." It's a big sea with sand dunes on it, and the sea is so big that you can't see the end of it. When the girl is walking
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along the beach, she meets a person who gives her a signal. He shows her how to work the tide, and so she changes the tide. The
water washes away the sand dunes, and the girl walks on the water. She's so strong that when the boys try to stop her, she

threatens them with her big feet. The water drops down into a castle, and so they make their way to it. There they find seven
thugs and a group of girls. The girl puts the zombies to sleep, and the boys prepare the girls for travel. In a hurry, the boat leaves

the port. After they have sailed the whole night, they fall asleep in the cabin. The zombies wake up and they start to eat the
people, and there are two boys left. The girl wakes up and she thinks that Luke is one of them, but she falls into a trap.

Description: The Fast And The Furious 1x01 The fast and the furious The movie was released in 2007, based on a series of very
successful films from the beginning of the new millennium. The film was based on the "fast and the furious" television series.

The English version of the title of the film is: "The Fast and the Furious." We do not need to waste time here to tell 82157476af
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